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FIGURE 1. Geographical areas used to summarize California Fisheries statistics.
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1. FOREWORD
Landing bulletins provide records of amounts and values of various living marine resources taken by California's
commercial fisheries, and summarize catches made by the partyboat sportfishing industry. They also detail the small
quantities of freshwater fish taken commercially in inland areas. These data provide the basic background for man-
aging California's marine fishery resources. The published figures are of local, national, and international signific-
ance, and are used by fisheries scientists, legislators, educators, members of the fishing industry, and others inter-
ested in California fisheries.

This report for 1971 is the 31st in the series of landing bulletins. The first, published in 1929, contained the re-
cords of the 1926 and 1927 commercial fish landings.

California's fishery statistics are based on a system whereby fish dealers, processors, and partyboat operators send
duplicate copies of their landing records to the Department. The statistical system and methods used to collect the
records were fully described in Fish Bulletin 86, which reported the catch for 1950. In the intervening years, meth-
ods and equipment have been modified as conditions warranted, but the basic principles have remained unchanged.

Credit for this publication belongs to the Marine Fisheries Statistics Unit personnel who process the many docu-
ments necessary for its publication. Special acknowledgment is given to Marine Resources Region wardens and the
clerks in field offices whose efforts help provide completeness of records. The cooperation of the many wholesale
fish dealers and canners is appreciated.
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2. EXPLANATION OF TABLES
Tables in this bulletin summarize statistics of various fishery operations in California during 1971. Five types of
activity are being reported this year: landings of commercial fishermen in California; imports of tuna from other
states or foreign countries destined for processing in California; sport catches of the partyboat fleet; landings of in-
shore species used for bait; and catches of boats supplying live bait for sportfishing. In addition, the species compos-
ition of the 1971 ocean salmon landings is reported.

Statistics presented in this publication do not encompass all fishing activities in California since not all of these
functions are reported. For example: sportfishing from private boats or from shore is not reported, nor is the quantity
of fish imported for use in a fresh state compiled. Department biologists do sample some facets of the sport fishery,
but since this is part of specific studies, most of the results are not reported here.

The Department annually publishes a circular which enumerates some fish products produced from the catch. The
1971 figures are contained in circular No. 46 "Statistical Report of Fresh, Canned, Cured and Manufactured Fishery
Products for 1971" (Pinkas, 1972).

2.1. SOURCE OF DATA
Data concerning each commercial landing, inshore bait delivery, and import are recorded on receipts by fish dealers
or processors at the time of delivery. Copies of these documents are transmitted to the Department twice each
month. For each transaction, the dealer is required to provide the species weight and price paid to the fishermen. The
date of the transaction, the fisherman's name, the fishing boat registration number, and intended use of the fish
(canning, fresh, etc.) also are required. In addition, type of gear used and the specific area where the fish were
caught usually are reported.

Partyboat catch data are obtained from logs completed by the boat operator. The log for each trip indicates the
number of each species taken, number of anglers, number of hours fished, and the specific area fished. The date,
boat name, and boat registration number also are furnished. Copies of these records are sent to the Department
monthly.

Operators of boats supplying live bait keep a voluntary daily log showing number of sets, species caught, area
fished, and number of scoops of bait sold. Copies of these logs are furnished the Department monthly. While these
records represent most live bait landings, the reported catch should be regarded as minimal.

Clerical personnel at field offices in Eureka, Menlo Park, Long Beach, and San Diego maintain contact with fish
dealers and local Fish and Game Wardens to insure that the records are accurate and transmitted promptly. All data
received by the Department are carefully edited for completeness and coded to facilitate processing. The information
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then is punched into cards and summarized with electric tabulating machines.

2.2. STATISTICAL AREAS
California is divided into seven areas for the purpose of reporting fisheries statistics (Figure 1) . Each statistical area is
named for a major port within its boundaries. Sacramento area landing statistics are incorporated with San Francisco
totals in the tables.

2.3. SPECIES
The common and scientific names of species reported in 1971 are listed (Table 1). Some varieties are reported only
collectively when, for economic or other reasons, a specific separation is not practical. A further combination of spe-
cies is made in preparing the tables.

The "Miscellaneous (Animal Food)" category consists of a variety of low value species caught by trawling. Since
it is impractical for dealers to report the many species separately, Department biologists periodically sample this
catch to determine its species composition. Based on this sampling, the percentage and weight compositions of 1971
animal food landings are as follows:
Species Percent Pounds
Rockfish (15 species) 23.0 227,508
Sablefish 22.4 221,572
Dover sole 17.6 174,093
Pacific hake 11.3 111,775
English sole 6.3 62,317
Rex sole 5.8 57,372
Arrowtooth flounder 4.5 44,512
Twenty-one other species 9.1 90,014

100.0 989,163

Salmon landings reported in the tables are for all species combined. However, biologists from the Department's
Anadromous Fisheries Branch sample the commercial and sport salmon fisheries to determine species composition
of catches and to obtain estimates of the unreported skiff catch. The sampling methods and results for 1952 through
1965 were detailed by Jensen and Swartzell (1967); since 1966, results have been presented annually in the landing
bulletins.

2.4. CONDITION
Most fish and shellfish are landed in a round condition; however, some species, such as barracuda, salmon, and
swordfish, are usually eviscerated or cleaned before being brought ashore. The condition of fish landed or shipped
into the state cannot always be determined, so the tables represent summarized weights as reported to the Depart-
ment without regard to condition.

Since 1963, oyster landings have been reported as packed weight rather than weight in the shell. Packed weight is
estimated to be 15.5% of the live weight for Pacific oysters and 10.9% for eastern oysters.

Landings reported in measurements other than weight are equated to pounds using conversion factors determined
by periodic sampling.
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Factors used in 1971 were:
Abalone, red 50 pounds per dozen
Abalone, pink 25 pounds per dozen
Abalone, white 25 pounds per dozen
Abalone, green 35 pounds per dozen
Clam, Washington 7 pounds per dozen
Crab, market 2 pounds each
Live bait 12.5 pounds per scoop

2.5. VALUE
Value is computed from prices paid to fishermen. Area value figures are ascertained by summing the value of all in-
dividual landings in that area. The value for an individual port within an area is calculated from weights of each spe-
cies landed at that port and the average price paid for the species in that area. When the price paid for an individual
landing is not specified, the average price paid for the species in the area is used.

2.6. INSHORE BAIT
The inshore bait fishery takes several kinds of fish and invertebrates from bays, rivers, and intertidal regions. Re-
cords of this fishery have been published as a separate summary in landing bulletins since 1963. Conversion factors
used for inshore bait for 1971 were as follows:
Crab, sand 0.041 pound per dozen

4.5 pounds per gallon
Crab, shore 0.013 pound per dozen
Mudsucker 0.465 pound per dozen
Mussel 80.000 pounds per sack
Sculpin, staghorn 0.465 pound per dozen
Shrimp, ghost 0.082 pound per dozen

2.7. REFERENCES
Pinkas, Leo. 1972. Statistical report of fresh, canned, cured and manufactured fishery products for 1971. Calif. Dept. Fish and Game, Circular,

(46): 1–19.

Jensen, Paul T., and Phillip G. Swartzell. 1967. California salmon landings 1952 through 1965, Calif. Dept. Fish and Game, Fish Bull., (135):
43–57.

3. TABLES
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TABLE 1
Common and Scientific Names of Fishes, Crustaceans, and Mollusks in the 1971 Catch
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FIGURE 2. Total annual landings and shipments into California (see Table 2). Sardine deliveries to reduction
ships, 1930–38 are included. Since 1965, tunas are the only species included in shipments.
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TABLE 2
Total Annual Landings and Shipments Into California of Commercial Fish, Mollusks, and Crustaceans; In-

cludes Sardine Deliveries to Reduction Ships During 1930 Through 1938

TABLE 3
Landings and Shipments of Leading Species Ranked by Pounds
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TABLE 4
Number of Licensed Commercial Fishermen

TABLE 5
Number of Registered Fishing Boats by Length
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TABLE 6
Origin of Shipments Received for Processing in California During 1971
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TABLE 7
Origin of Commercial Fish Landings and Volume of Shipments Into California During 1971
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TABLE 7—Cont'd.
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TABLE 8
Monthly Landings and Shipments Into California During 1971
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TABLE 8—Cont'd.
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TABLE 9
Monthly Landings of Commercial Fishing Boats in the Eureka Area During 1971
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TABLE 9—Cont'd.
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TABLE 10
Monthly Landings of Commercial Fishing Boats in the San Francisco Area During 1971
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TABLE 10—Cont'd.
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TABLE 11
Monthly Landings of Commercial Fishing Boats in the Monterey Area During 1971
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TABLE 11—Cont'd.
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TABLE 12
Monthly Landings of Commercial Fishing Boats in the Santa Barbara Area During 1971
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TABLE 12—Cont'd.
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TABLE 13
Monthly Landings and Shipments of Commercial Fish Into the Los Angeles Area During 1971
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TABLE 13—Cont'd.
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TABLE 13
Monthly Landings and Shipments of Commercial Fish Into the Los Angeles Area During 1971
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TABLE 14
Monthly Landings and Shipments of Commercial Fish Into the San Diego Area During 1971
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TABLE 14
Monthly Landings and Shipments of Commercial Fish Into the San Diego Area During 1971
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TABLE 14—Cont'd.
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TABLE 15
Value of Landings and Shipments of Commercial Fish Into California by Area, 1971
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TABLE 15
Value of Landings and Shipments of Commercial Fish Into California by Area, 1971
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TABLE 15
Value of Landings and Shipments of Commercial Fish Into California by Area, 1971
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TABLE 16
Value of Landings by Port, Eureka Area, 1971
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TABLE 16
Value of Landings by Port, Eureka Area, 1971
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TABLE 17
Value of Landings by Port, San Francisco Area, 1971
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TABLE 17
Value of Landings by Port, San Francisco Area, 1971
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TABLE 18
Value of Landings by Port, Monterey Area, 1971
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TABLE 19
Value of Landings by Port, Santa Barbara Area, 1971
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TABLE 19
Value of Landings by Port, Santa Barbara Area, 1971
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TABLE 20
Value of Landings and Shipments by Port, Los Angeles Area, 1971
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TABLE 20
Value of Landings and Shipments by Port, Los Angeles Area, 1971
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TABLE 21
Value of Landings and Shipments by Port, San Diego Area, 1971
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TABLE 22
Statewide Commercial Partyboat Catch by Species (Not including anchored barges) 1962–1971
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TABLE 23
Inshore Bait Landings by Area Pounds and Value 1971

TABLE 24
Recorded Catch of Live Bait for Saltwater Sportfishing 1967–1971
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TABLE 25
California Ocean Recreational Salmon Landings and Success by Fishery, Port, Month and Species, in Numbers

of Fish—1971
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TABLE 25
California Ocean Recreational Salmon Landings and Success by Fishery, Port, Month and Species, in Numbers

of Fish—1971
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TABLE 26
California Commercial Troll Salmon Landings by Port-Area, Month and Species, in Pounds and Num-

bers—1971
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